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Dade Middle School Technology Vision/Plan 

Vision Statement 

 Dade Middle School will provide a safe and supportive learning environment 

with opportunities for every student to develop the skills and knowledge needed to 

become a critical thinker and a responsible & productive citizen through the use of 

technology in and out of the classroom.  At DMS, students will participate in a variety of 

activities and strategies that will build upon their prior knowledge and engage in real 

world applications through project based learning. Administration, teachers, and staff will 

help students become 21st century citizens through this technology initiative and 

continue to work with the community stakeholders to share the results in the community.  

Rationale 

Technology is something that every school district has in place, it may just 

depend on how accurate the technology is and how applicable it is for the students in the 

classroom. Along with technology for the students, there is the importance of 

professional learning opportunities for teachers, with the urgency of understanding the 

new technology and how to incorporate it into our classrooms.  “Effective professional 

learning is intensive, ongoing, focused on the classroom, and occurs during the teacher’s 

workday (ISTE, pg.3, 2011).  Professional opportunities need to include explanations of 

how to actually incorporate different technology applications in the classroom from using 

Google Classroom to understanding how to create a subgroup in Moby Max (our school 

chosen based evaluation program).  
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Dade County Schools has been given several opportunities with technology in the 

past year, but it is not really been a meaningful practice of applications for teachers or 

students in the classroom. When the teachers start to think about the technology and the 

use of it in the classroom, it can be very overwhelming to plan effective and engaging 

assignments.  The expectations for the teachers is to have meaningful activities that 

engage the standards and have the students achieve mastery but the quality for work 

needs to be exceptional for real-world application and understanding to happen in the 

classroom. The quality of activities for students need to be a continuous work of art in a 

sense because teachers have to plan engaging and quality assignments (Knight, 2007).  

The current climate of the teaching and technology in the classroom is a mixture 

of feelings for both good and bad thoughts from teachers and students. While Dade has 

received the money for 1:1 Chromebooks and each faculty member has their own 

chromebook.S Students do have access to all types of different tech programs such as 

Padlet, Flipgrid, and Google classroom. While Dade has gotten some technology,  the 

expectation for the lesson planning has become somewhat more difficult because of the 

implementation of LFS (Learning Focused School) that the superintendent is really 

pushing for all the teachers to be apart of  the classroom. The LFS has been somewhat of 

a difficult transition because the purpose f LFS is to change how teachers plan and assess 

their students as looking at the standards instead of thinking of assignments and trying to 

fit the standards to the assignments (Pate & Gibson, 2005).  This shared vision for 

technology is going to serve as a basis for technology implementation because our district 

currently does not have an adequate plan for technology and meeting the needs of our 
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students in a concise manner. To improve students’ mastery of the standards, teachers 

have to be given expectations and trainings for technology implementation and students 

have to be taught as wel how to use the technology before pure achievement happens in 

the classroom. This will be a transition that will take some time but will be worth the 

effort when students become the masters of their own learning in the classroom. The 

questions and responses from the teachers’ on their thoughts on the climate of technology 

included thoughts from “great if we could know what they expect.” to “what another 

thing? “ Hopefully this implementation of a technology plan will make the transition less 

painful for teachers.  

 
Diversity Considerations 

 
When looking at the data for Dade Middle School, the lowest area for SES is the 

students with disabilities and the female students in grade 6 & 8. The shared vision will 

incorporate the students with disabilities as a major subgroup for consideration because 

of the implementation for different google apps and extensions through the Chromebook 

that can make learning either easier or more attiabinale. These students need to have 

access to all types of assistive technology which makes their learning more accessible in 

the classroom.  “Text to speech software has been found to improve performance on 

functional tasks (Kivisito, 2017, pg.10).” This type of application enables students, who 

are profound and severe, to complete tasks to eland everyday applications such as filling 

out job information or learning how to communicate with one another. Another great 

feature for students with disabilities is the the use o the Chrome extensions for Read and 
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Write the enables to students to have things read to them via the web pages. This 

promotes a sense of independence when it comes to working on assignments. 

The next subgroup that needs to be addressed is the girls in the middle school, 

especially the girls in grade 6th and 8th. The girls in both of these grades have lower test 

scores then their male counterparts and this is an issue to be concerned with how they are 

learning in the classroom. Based on an article from Witherspoon et al, there are 86% 

more men in college who graduate with a BA in computer science then women (2016). 

While this is a not a shock of a statistic, it could be improved if the girls have access to 

technology and the opportunity for fun and creative activities that increase their 

awareness of computer science and reading. Though the new technology for Dade, the 

girls should be able to see some type of growth because the use of more project based 

learning in the classroom and the opportunity to really begin to learn and love computers 

in and out of the classroom. The shared vision for these two subgroups will use the 

indicators of engagement in creating learning opportunities for both subgroups. If both of 

these subrous are offered more learning and meaningful activities, then the results will 

show in the classroom ad on the tests (Jones et al, 1995).  

 
Stakeholder Roles 
 
Instructional Technology Coach: This is an aspiration for the district. We currently do 

not have this position and it will be something that will be needed in the upcoming years. 

Currently, I am presenting several professional developments to my fellow teachers but it 

is not to everyone in the district. There is a need for someone to be using and sharing the 
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information in the classroom and who can understand how to use it in a lesson that the 

students will enjoy and benefit from during standards.  

Administrators: This is the biggest push for acceptance because if the administrators 

approve and support the use of different professional development opportunities and give 

the teachers time to understand and use the technology, then they will see more success in 

the classroom. Administration can make this switch to more technology driven learning 

by allowing both teachers and students the opportunity to fail in the classroom and realize 

that mistakes happen when trying out programs for the first time.  One goal for the 

administrators would be to understand how the ISTE standards work and how they can be 

sued for evaluation  for both students and teachers. 

Teachers: Teachers are the biggest stakeholders in the entire technology process. If they 

are excited about using technology, attending professional development, and working 

towards the students becoming more independent by creating meaningful technology 

lessons then it will be a successful adventure in the classroom.  with all of that in place, 

there has to be effective classroom management so the students can learn and use the 

technology in the correct manner and for the students to understand the expectations with 

the technology in the classroom (Berger, Rugen, &Woodfin, 2014). As a teacher, this is 

so much easier said than done but if there is a use for the technology and it is attained, 

then it will become the norm in the classroom.  If the teaches are excited, then the 

students will follow suit and get excited to use the Chromebooks in the classroom. 

Especially when receiving training from the Chrome Squad that had been established this 

school year.  
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Parents:  Parents are a big stakeholders because they can support the teachers and the 

administrators in the classroom. The students can share what they have  learned to their 

parents and the parents knowledge grows through the activities. Parents’ support is 

crucial for the technology to continue to become a big part of Dade Middle School. The 

goal would be that the parents understand and can sue the technology to help their 

students with projects and communication.  

 
Students: The students will get to participate and learn about new ways to communicate 

and share information. WIth the use of Google Classroom, there will be a increase in 

organization and completion of assignments because computers seem to make work more 

engaging for the students(Iftakhar, 2016). With the proposal of the Google Chrome 

Squad, Students are going to be taking control of the training and answering the tech 

questions for our school and it will provide real world experience for some of the 

students. Based on the various applications the students can participate in, there are so 

many different ways that students can share their thoughts without having to write on a 

sheet of paper. This can really be a change for the students to become masters of their 

own learning which is the overall goal for the students.  

Community Members/School Board: This is a valuable stakeholder because they can 

continue to raise money for the schools. The school board has been a great resource and 

champion for the technology in the classroom and hopefully we can have the results of 

improved understanding of the standards through applications of projects and eventually 

test scores improving in the classroom.  
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Superintendent: The superintendent plays a major role because everything is approved 

through her, especially in the small of a system. In our five year plan, she shares that she 

wants all students to be able to have access and understand  how to use technology to be 

productive citizens. This rationale will definitely help meet those needs and she is 

supportive of this effort.  
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Appendix 

Survey Questions: 

  

1. Do you use technology in the classroom on a daily basis? If so, what devices or 
programs do you use? 

      2. Are you aware of our district's technology plan and if so what do you know about  

           it? 

      3.How has your classroom instruction been improved with the use of technology in   

         the classroom? Can you give an example. 

      4.Have you been offered professional development of different technology resources?   

        If you haven’t what programs or tools are you more interested in learning for the   

        classroom? 

      5. Do you feel the students have been prepared to use the technology in the classroom  

         and if not how could this be improved? 

       6. Has there been adequate support for technology in the classroom? If so, why or   

         why not, please share an example. 

       7. Does the school have a technology community and if they do, do you participate in   

            it? 

       8. How do you assess technology use in your classroom? Do you use it for formative  

        assessment or informative? 
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